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Abstract — Recently, multimedia transmission over cognitive radio networks (CRNs) becomes an important topic due to the CR’s capability
of using unoccupied spectrum for data transmission. Conventional work has focused on typical quality-of-service (QoS) factors such as radio link
reliability, maximum tolerable communication delay, and spectral efficiency. However, there is no work considering the impact of CR spectrum
sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme on multimedia QoS. Here the spectrum sensing frequency means how frequently a CR user detects
the free spectrum. Continuous, frequent spectrum sensing could increase the MAC layer processing overhead and delay, and cause some
multimedia packets to miss the receiving deadline, and thus decrease the multimedia quality at the receiver side. In this research, we will derive
the math model between the spectrum sensing frequency and the number of remaining packets that need to be sent, as well as the relationship
between spectrum sensing frequency and the new channel availability time during which the CRN user is allowed to use a new channel (after the
current channel is re-occupied by primary users) to continue packet transmission. A smaller number of remaining packets and a larger value of
new channel availability time will help to transmit multimedia packets within a delay deadline. Based on the above relationship model, we select
appropriate spectrum sensing frequency under single channel case, and study the trade-offs among the number of selected channels, optimal
spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme under multi-channel case. The optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading
solutions for multi-channel case are obtained by using the combination of Hughes-Hartogs and Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO)
algorithms. Our experiments of JPEG2000 packet-stream and H.264 video packet-stream transmission over CRN demonstrate the validity of our
spectrum sensing frequency selection and packet-loading scheme 1 .

Index Terms — Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN), Multimedia Transmission, Spectrum Sensing Frequency, Packet-Loading, Hughes-Hartogs,
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO).

I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time multimedia applications require stringent quality of service (QoS) performance such as enough bandwidth and strict
delay constraints. Limited available bandwidth is considered to be one of the major bottlenecks for high-quality multimedia
transmission over wireless links [1-3]. Recently, Cognitive Radio (CR) technology has emerged to intelligently identify and use
free spectrum as long as those spectrum bands are not occupied by primary users. By opportunistically using unoccupied spectrum,
CR users can use more radio bandwidth while not violating FCC regulations [4-6]. In a CRN, a secondary user’s device has
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spectrum-agile radio transceiver that can sense the available spectrum band (such an operation is called spectrum sensing),
automatically configure the radio frequency, and switch to the selected frequency band [7-8].
Related work: In the following discussion we will summarize the existing work from two aspects that are closely related to our
research:
(1) Multimedia transmission over CRN: Research on multimedia over CRN has not caused much attention so far. Optimal
channels allocation and efficient packets scheduling are two important issues at the MAC layer to ensure that multimedia data to be
sent within their delay bound. Recently, most of research efforts in CRNs focus on spectrum sensing and management issues. Only
recently some work has been performed to investigate appropriate techniques to enable multimedia delivery in CRNs. A reliable
multimedia transmission over CRNs using fountain codes is proposed in [1]. Such codes are used to deliver multimedia data to free
spectrum bands, and those codes are also used to compensate for the data loss caused by the primary user’s radio interference.
Some schemes have been proposed in [1] to balance the performance metrics such as link reliability, spectral efficiency and coding
overhead. A dynamic channel-selection scheme for delay-sensitive multimedia transmission over CRNs is proposed in [9]. It
considers the visible multimedia replay effects, various data rate requirements, and delay performance of heterogeneous
multimedia streams.
(2) Spectrum sensing: In CRNs, CR users are responsible for detecting the activity of primary users (PUs) and avoiding
interference to PUs. However, current CR's RF front-ends can not perform spectrum sensing and data transmission simultaneously
[10]. Moreover, multimedia transmission is extremely sensitive to wireless condition fluctuating [11]. Thus, sensing accuracy has
been considered as the most important factor to determine the performance of multimedia transmission over CRNs. In survey [12],
several typical spectrum sensing methods are discussed: energy detector-based sensing, waveform-based sensing, cyclostationarity
based sensing, radio identification based sensing, matched filter based sensing. In [10, 13], they have investigated the relationship
among sensing period, probability of detection and probability of false alarm based on sensing efficiency.
However, there is no work considering how CR spectrum sensing frequency (i.e. how frequently a CR user detects the available
spectrum) impacts on multimedia transmission. This is one of the key techniques to enable multimedia services in CR links [3].
Since the CR transceiver can only do one task at a time, continuous, frequent spectrum sensing can increase the MAC (medium
access control) layer processing overhead and channel access delay. Moreover, it can cause some multimedia packets to miss the
transmission deadline and thus decrease the multimedia quality at a receiver side.
Transmitting multimedia content with the support of strict QoS requirements (such as delay, throughput, jitter, etc.) is a
challenging topic, and the following aspects should be considered for multimedia transmission over CRNs [3,14]: (1) There are
serious resource constraints in wireless networks such as spectrum bandwidth, transmission power and data rate. There also exist
RF (radio frequency) interference, shadowing and multi-path fading. (2) Multimedia data may be encoded with different profiles
and priorities. Loss of certain important packets may degrade the image/video quality at the receiver significantly. Delay caused by
spectrum sensing and channel switching may cause image/video data to miss the time deadline. (3) Upon arrival of primary users,
secondary users with multimedia traffic could be affected more seriously than the users with non-multimedia traffic due to the
strict QoS requirements in multimedia applications.
Therefore, an integrated design to consider appropriate spectrum sensing, resource allocation and packet scheduling, is required
to find optimal solution for multimedia transmission. Since the packets from secondary user may get lost due to the primary user’s
arrival, we introduce two parameters, namely, new channel availability time and remaining packets, to describe the impacts of
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spectrum re-occupancy by a primary user. The new channel availability time refers to the allowable time in the new channel for the
continuation of packet transmission. A secondary user switches to a new channel when the channel is re-occupied again by a
primary user. Therefore, the available time in the new channel could be very limited. The remaining packets mean the rest of
packets (in a multimedia stream) waiting to be transmitted in the new channel. A longer new channel availability time and a
smaller value of remaining packets can help to achieve the successful packet delivery within a maximum tolerable delay.
Moreover, a smaller ratio of remaining packets to new channel availability time means a lower requirement for the quality of a
new reestablished link. Those two parameters are determined by spectrum sensing frequency, the number of selected
communication channels, and primary user arrival model. We will investigate the math relationship among them, and seek the
optimal spectrum sensing frequency and resource allocation strategies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, system models are described. In Section III, we discuss the impact
of spectrum sensing frequency on multimedia transmission via strict math models. In Section IV, we provide the optimal solution
to the proposed math models. In Section V, experiment results are demonstrated to show the efficiency of our algorithms in terms
of supporting multimedia QoS in CRNs. In Section VI, we discuss the application of our proposed scheme to different traffic types,
and conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we first introduce the concept of spectrum pool. It is used for searching unoccupied channels for multimedia
transmissions. Later on, we will discuss the primary user arrival model and multimedia transmission structure.
A. Spectral Availability
For CR users (also called secondary users in this paper), the channel availability depends on the primary users’ channel usage
patterns. In order to transmit multimedia data in a CRN, secondary users should first find out the spectrum holes unoccupied by
primary users. The spectrum pool concept [1, 15] could be used to describe the model of secondary users’ total available spectrum
holes [16]. After the available spectrum holes are detected, secondary users divide them into small channels, each of which has a
bandwidth of W (Hz). Then, secondary users select a set of available channels (denoted as S) to form a RF link in a special way to
ensure high performance and low interrupted ratio. For example, a good channel selection strategy can make sure that the arrival of
a primary user will not cause the complete failure of the secondary user’s radio link. In other words, the radio link can be
established by multi-channel, which may not be reoccupied by primary users simultaneously.
B. Primary User Activity Model
Since the secondary users work on unlicensed channels, it should vacate the channel immediately when primary user appears.
We consider each primary channel as an ON-OFF model [17]. An ON/OFF state represents the case whether or not a primary user
is occupying a channel, and the channel state alternates between state ON (active) and state OFF (inactive). The secondary user
can only utilize the OFF time slot to transmit their own packets. We assume that each primary channel changes its state
independently.
For simplicity, we assume the primary user’s packet arrival rate follows Poisson process in this paper. Then, primary user interarrival time follows the exponential distribution [1, 17].
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C. Multimedia Transmission Structure
Here we assume that a multimedia data stream to be transmitted consists of a group of frames (each frame could be a picture). A
frame may fit into one or multiple network packets. At the start of every picture, a secondary user’s RF link is set up by selecting a
set of S available channels from different licensed bands in the spectrum pool. Channel selection criterion is based on RF link
quality, which is impacted by the primary user’s arrival time. For instance, if a primary user quickly comes back and re-occupies
that channel, the RF link will drop the current communication packets.
When the multimedia data is transmitted over CRNs, the secondary user performs spectrum sensing at the start of each picture,
and senses spectrum again after transmitting fi packets over channel i , as shown in Fig.1. After the secondary user’s link is
established, data is transmitted within certain delay bound. Once a channel fails due to primary user’s arrival, it is considered not
available during the picture transmission.
In the rest of the paper, we use fi to indicate spectrum sensing frequency level since the time period of sending fi packets can
indirectly determine the duration of spectrum sensing. For instance, a higher value of fi means that we have less time spent in
spectrum sensing.
Picture Duration
Spectrum
Spectrum
Spectrum
f packets
f packets …
Sensing i
Sensing i
Sensing
t  Tsensing t  0
ti
K i ti t  Dmax

Fig. 1: Multimedia transmission structure over channel i .
D. Secondary User Activity Model
The secondary user’s activity is influenced by the primary user’s activity since the secondary user should vacate the frequency
immediately when a primary user re-occupies the channel. We define the secondary user’s activity model as shown in Fig.2. The
secondary user’s schedule consists of spectrum sensing time and multimedia data transmission time. Assume that a secondary user
detects that channel i is available and transmits packets over it. When a primary user re-occupies channel i at time  i , the
secondary user switches to an alternate channel j to continue packet transmission. In Fig.2, we have marked the concepts of
remaining packets and new channel availability time. They reflect the demands on channel j to satisfy QoS requirement. Note that
we may not be able to finish the transmission of all “remaining packets” within the “new channel availability time”. This depends
on how soon a primary user will take the channel back. In next section we will deduce the models for those two concepts.
Channel i

i
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Fig. 2: Secondary user activity model.
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Without loss of generality, the primary user arrival process in channel i, ( i  1, 2,3, , S0 , S0 is the number of available channels
in spectrum pool), is modeled as a Poisson process with the parameter i (i.e., the arrival rate). Such a model has also been
assumed in many other references such as [1, 13]. Obviously, the primary user inter-arrival time  i will be an exponential
distribute with the mean arrival time i  1/ i , as shown in Fig.2. Each channel has a capacity of Ri . Here, the channel capacity is
defined as total number of packets that can be transmitted during D max . (This definition is the same as the one in reference [1]). It is
pointed out in [3] that the key metrics in spectrum sensing are the probability of correct spectrum detection PCD , probability of
false alarm PFA , and probability of miss detection PMD . To investigate the impacts of PFA in a clearer way, we assume PCD  1 and
PMD  0 .

III. IMPACT OF SPECTRUM SENSING FREQUENCY AND PACKET-LOADING SCHEME ON QOS
In this section, we will discuss the impact of spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme on multimedia
transmission performance, considering single-channel and multi-channel link, respectively. The optimal spectrum sensing
frequency is solved in theory under single-channel link situation. For multi-channel case, optimal spectrum sensing frequency and
packet-loading are solved by using Hughes-Hartogs and Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithms.
A. Single Channel case
We first investigate the single-channel case, that is, each secondary user can only use single channel in each link. In section B,
we will extend our discussions to multi-channel case.
We first introduce two parameters, namely, remaining packets and new channel availability time, to illustrate the impact of
spectrum sensing frequency on multimedia transmissions.
From Fig.2, we can see that the sum of time consumption for f i packets transmission and one period of spectrum sensing can be
represented as follows:
ti  f i 

Dmax
 Tsensing
Ri

(3.1)

where Dmax is the maximum tolerable delay and Tsensing is spectrum sensing time. First, we consider that only one channel i is
selected to transmit multimedia stream. The total number of packets that are successfully transmitted can be expressed as:
Ni  X i fi

(3.2)

where the integer (a random variable) Xi  0,1,2,, Ki , and the upper bound, i.e., the maximum value of X i , is: Ki  N / fi  (here N is

the total number of packets required to transmit on secondary user’s link). Obviously, from Fig.2, we can see that K i cannot be
larger than Dmax / ti , considering equation (3.1), we have:

Ki  Dmax /( fi 

Dmax
Tsensing )
Ri

(3.3)

N
)]
Ri

(3.4)

From Fig.2, we get Ki  N / fi . Considering (3.3), we have:
fi  NTsensing /[Dmax (1 

Since the primary user inter-arrival time  i is exponentially distributed, we derive the distribution function of X i as:
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Then, we get
 P{ X i

 P{ X i

 P{ X i


 P{ X i
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(3.6)



 K i }  (1  PFA ) Ki e  i Ki ti

The remaining packets, means the number of packets that are not transmitted yet due to a primary user’s arrival. Since the
secondary user must vacate a channel when a primary user is detected, the rest of packets need to be transmitted on another
channel after the RF link is reestablished. Let N RP represent the number of packets to be sent on another channel. A larger value
of N RP means that the CR transceiver needs to transmit more packets over a re-established link, and thus more delay is caused.
Obviously, we get
N RP  ( N  X i f i )

(3.7)

Ki

E( NRP )  ( N  nfi ) P{X i  n}
n 0

a  aKi
 fi (Ki 1)aKi
1 a
a(1  aKi )
 N  fi
( if Ki is a continuous variable)
1 a
where a  (1  PFA )e  i ti , and E ( N RP ) represents the expectation value of remaining packets N RP .
 N (1  aKi )  fi

Let

d ( E ( N RP ))
 0 , we have
dfi
fi 

where

(3.8)

 BE  E ( BE  CD)
CE

(3.9)

B  PFA  i  Tsensing  PFA  i  Tsensing
C  (1  PFA )  i  Dmax / Ri
D  N  PFA  e  i  Dmax  N / Ri

(3.10)

E  1  e  i  Dmax  N / Ri

Please refer to Appendix 1 for detailed information.
In Fig.3, we set up the total number of packets that are required to transmit on the secondary user’s link, as N  800 . And we
assume that the channel capacity is Ri  1000 packets, spectrum sensing time is Tsensing  0.01 seconds, and the probability of false

alarm is PFA  0.01 . Fig.3 shows the relationship between remaining packets and spectrum sensing frequency for three channels
with different Poisson parameters i . Fig.3 also marks (with  ) the optimal values of spectrum sensing frequency fi that bring
the lowest remaining packets N RP . Refer back to Fig.1 we see that a smaller fi (i.e., less packets to send, or, less time spent in data
transmission) implies more time consumption in spectrum sensing. On the other hand, however, a larger fi means that more time
is spent in data transmission, which means the secondary user does not have enough time to perform spectrum sensing (i.e., detect
the primary user’s arrival events). For both cases the user has a larger number of packets ( N RP ) waiting for retransmission in the
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new channel (see Fig.2).
From Fig.3, we can conclude that a better channel (i.e., a smaller i , which means a larger primary user inter-arrival time) will
produce a smaller N RP and thus larger optimal spectrum sensing frequency fi .
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Fig. 3: The relationship between E ( N RP ) and fi .
When a new link is re-established (i.e., the secondary user switches to a new channel), we not only expect the number of
remaining packets N RP to be as small as possible, but also wish the new channel availability time (i.e., the data transmission time
available in new channel) to be as long as possible. Here, we define new channel availability time TR as:
TR  Dmax  ( X i  1)ti
Ki

E(TR )  [Dmax  (n 1)  ( fi
n0

Dmax
 Tsensing )]P{Xi  n}
Ri

1 aKi
 Dmax  ti 
1 a

(3.11)

(3.12)

Since the equation (3.12) has similar expression as equation (3.8) (please refer to Appendix 2), we use equation (3.9) to
calculate the Peak (optimal) Value. Fig.4 shows the relationship between E (TR ) and fi . The optimal value is also shown
according to equation (3.9) and (3.12). The parameter setting is the same as before.
From Fig.4, we can see that a better channel (it has smaller i ) has a smaller new channel availability time, since the primary
user’s inter-arrival time is larger, which gives the secondary user more time to transmit multimedia data. For each channel, there
also exists an optimal spectrum sensing frequency fi that maximizes the new channel availability time.
It is natural to use the ratio of E ( N RP ) to E (TR ) to reflect the QoS performance in a new re-established link. A
smaller E ( N RP ) / E (TR ) can better support QoS requirement. In Fig.5, the relationship between E ( N RP ) / E (TR ) and fi is given (the
parameter setting is the same as Fig.3). From Fig.5, we can see that a better channel (with a smaller i ) will produce smaller
E ( N RP ) / E (TR ) (thus better QoS).

In summary, we can see that the peak values in theory match very well with the simulation results (see Figs.3, 4, 5).
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Fig. 4: The relationship between E (TR ) and fi .
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Fig. 5: The relationship between E ( N RP ) / E (TR ) and fi .
B. Multi-Channel Case
Now we discuss multi-channel case, i.e., the secondary user can transmit data in multiple channels simultaneously. In CR
networks, the CR transceiver can work on non-contiguous channels. In [18], a multi-band (MB) OFDM system is implemented in
CR. The MB-OFDM based transceiver can detect primary user activity and transmit data over different channels simultaneously.
For a multi-channel case, a radio link could transmit data in different channels. This makes a routing path have certain diversity,
which can help to achieve distributed multimedia streaming via multi-paths. Therefore, multi-channel communication can improve
the network throughput.
As a multi-channel communication example, in [19] multiple streaming servers are used to provide robust delivery even if one
of the communication channels fails due to network congestion. The multi-band diversity can also improve secondary users’
communication reliability. For instance, if a primary user arrives in a particular channel, the secondary user could immediately
vacate this band and still be able to use other channels to maintain stable data communications [1].
We assume S channels (denoted as 1, 2,3, S ) are selected to transmit N multimedia packets. Channel i is licensed by
primary user, with arrival rate i ( i  1, 2,3,S ) in that channel. We also assume N packets are loaded to S channels, and the
number of packets loaded to each channel is denoted as N1 , N 2 , N i , N S . For simplicity, we assume each channel has the same
8
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capacity R and spectrum sensing frequency f .
Since equation (3.8) and (3.12) obtain the peak value at approximately the same spectrum sensing frequency, we will seek for
optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme in theory based on equation (3.8). The optimization function is
defined as:
a  aKi
(3.13)
 f (Ki 1)aKi

1
a
i 1
N  Tsensing
In equation (3.13), there are S  1 variables, N1 , N 2 , , N S and f , (and
 f  R ). It is difficult to directly
S  Dmax  N  Dmax / R
solve the optimal values of these S  1 variables when minimizing equation (3.13). We thus propose to use two optimization
algorithms, Hughes-Hartogs and Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO), to efficiently find those values. For a fixed
spectrum sensing frequency f , the Hughes-Hartogs algorithm can find optimal packet-loading results N1 , N 2 , , N S , (details
later). Here packet-loading is similar to the concept of bit-loading in OFDM systems, which tries to find out how many bits should
be allocated to each channel depending on the channel quality. After the optimal packet-loading result is obtained for a fixed
spectrum sensing frequency f , we can calculate the optimization function values in equation (3.13), and use DPSO algorithm to
find the optimal particle in each iteration. After several iterations, the optimal packet-loading results N1 , N 2 , , N S and spectrum
sensing frequency f can be obtained.
S

E( NRP )   Ni (1  aKi )  f

In next section, we will give the optimal solution to the selection of spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme
using Hughes-Hartogs and Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithms.
IV. OPTIMAL SOLUTION TO MULTI-CHANNEL CASE

A. Hughes-Hartogs algorithm
Hughes-Hartogs algorithm is used widely according to water-filling principle in OFDM system for optimal bit-loading [20].
Since the equation (3.8) has similar meaning as water-filling principle in OFDM [21], we can use Hughes-Hartogs algorithm to
obtain the optimal packet-loading results. The water-filling principle used in our problem is shown in Fig.6. From Fig.6, we can
see that a larger f  a  (1  a Ki ) /(1  a) will produce a smaller remaining packets E ( N RP ) and vice versa (under a fixed N ).
Hughes-Hartogs algorithm is a greedy algorithm to seek optimal results. Here we use it to find optimal packet-loading strategy
(such as how many packets should be loaded to each channel) for the multi-channel case, under a fixed spectrum sensing
frequency f . The detailed steps are given below:
1) Initially, assume all channels load zero packets, that is
N i  0, i  1, 2, , S
2) Calculate the increment of E ( N RP )i , denoted as E ( N RP )i , when one block (containing f packets) is loaded to the channel
with channel ID i . Here E ( N RP )i is defined as:
Ki 1

Ki

n 0

n 0

E ( NRP )i   ( Ni  fi  nfi ) P{ X i  n}   ( Ni  nfi ) P{X i  n}
3) Find out the channel ID of minimal E ( N RP )i , and calculate the new channel availability time based on the following
relationship:
Dmax  ( f 

Dmax
 Tsensing )( K i  1)
Ri

Dmax
 Tsensing )( K i  1)  0 , load one multimedia block (containing f packets) , set K i  K i  1 for this channel and
Ri
go to step 2, otherwise go to step 4.

If Dmax  ( f 
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4) Set E ( N RP )i   for the channel with minimal packets.
f

a(1  a Ki )
1 a

The expectation of
remaining packet E ( N RP )

N

Available channel i
Spectrum band
Fig. 6: The water-filling principle used in our problem.
B. Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithm
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based optimization method [22]. We have used it to model aircraft network
routing control [23]. PSO is inspired by birds’ flocking behavior in two-dimensional space. It introduces the population of particles
for system optimization. Each particle has a random initialization status, and the following iterations are used to update its position
and velocity:
k
vidk 1  vidk  c1r1 ( pidk  xidk )  c2 r2 ( pbd
 xidk )
k 1
id

x

k 1
id

 x v
k
id

(4.1)
(4.2)

where i  {1, 2, , N s } , d  {1, 2, , D} , D is the search space’s dimension size, and k is the generation of evolution process.
Note that we can use the optimization function of (3.13) to determine each particle’s fitness value. Thus we are able to retrieve the
particle’s direction, position, and distance for particle update. The above two equations can ensure that each particle converges to
an optimal status via an evolutionary algorithm.
In (4.1), we have used two variables, pid and pbd , to represent the personal best position (PBP) and the global best position
(GBP), respectively. In the PBP, an individual particle has the smallest cost function (i.e., error). While in the GBP, the lowest
error is achieved among all the pidk ’s outputs. As we can see from (4.1), by tracing pid and pbd , PSO can successfully update each
particle.
In (4.1), we have also used two pseudorandom sequences, r1 and r2 , both of which follow uniform distribution in the range of [0,
1], to achieve the stochastic characteristics of PSO algorithm. In (4.1), the two constants, c1 and c2 , called acceleration coefficients,
are used to control how far a particle moves in a single update round. In many cases we can simply set them to a value of 2. In
(4.2), xidk is the particle’s current position. It provides the optimization solution if PSO operates in continuous space.
However, the above model is for continuous PSO update. If PSO operates in discrete space, we cannot use (4.1) and (4.2) to
directly solve the position from velocity value. In discrete space, only 0 or 1 values are allowed for the following variables:
k
xidk , pidk , and pbd
. Therefore, in discrete PSO we should use a binary version (discrete) of PSO (DPSO) [24-25], to update each

particle, That is,
vidk 1  vidk  c1r1 ( pidk  xidk )  c2 r2 ( pbdk  xidk )

(4.3)

if ( Sig (vidk )  r ) then xidk 1  1

else xidk 1  0

(4.4)

where Sig (vidk )  [1/1  exp(vidk )] is particle evolution probability, and r is a pseudorandom sequence that follows an uniform
distribution in the range of [0,1].
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If we represent the spectrum sensing frequency f with log 2 R  bits, then we can see that a particle contains log 2 R  binary
numbers, i.e. D  log 2 R  .
Our proposed algorithm to seek for the optimal solution of spectrum sensing frequency selection based on DPSO is described
below.
1) Set k  0 , and produce the position xid0 and velocity vid0 for each particle, where xid0  {0,1} , vid0  [Vmax , Vmax ] , 1  d  D .
2) For each particle, find out the optimal packet-loading results according to Section IV Part A, and determine the fitness value
0
0
through the optimization function (3.13). Then we get pi0  [ xi01 , xi02 , , xiD
] , and pb0  [ xb01 , xb02 , , xbD
] , where b is the index of the

fitness particle.
3) Let k  k  1 , and change the status of vidk according to equation (4.3). If vidk  Vmax , then vidk  Vmax ; If vidk  Vmax , then
vidk  Vmax .
4) Generate a stochastic number r that follows uniform distribution in [0,1], and use (4.4) to update the status of xidk .
5) For each particle i , we use the optimization function (3.13) to determine the fitness value. If the new fitness value is less than
k 1
i

p

k
, set pik  [ xik1 , xik2 , , xiD
] , otherwise, set pik  pik 1 . Similarly, if the new fitness value is less than pbk 1 , we set

pbk  [ xik1 , xik2 , , xikD ] , else pbk  pbk 1 .
6) If the number of iterations k reaches a threshold, we should stop, otherwise, go back to step (3).
Initially, produce a random position
and velocity for each particle

For a particle i
(corresponding to sensing frequency f)

Find out optimal packet-loading scheme
using Hughes-Hartogs algorithm

Calculate optimization function
in equation (3.13)

Update the position and velocity of
paritcle i according to DPSO algorithm

Iteration times=k ?

No

Yes
Find out the optimal particle (corresponding
to optimal sensing frequency f) and packetloading scheme among all particles

Fig. 7: Flow chart of finding out optimal solution.
Fig.7 shows the chart of joint Hughes-Hartogs and DPSO algorithms to obtain the optimal solution in multi-channel case. For
each particle (corresponding to a spectrum sensing frequency f), we use Hughes-Hartogs algorithm to find the optimal packetloading results over each available channel. Then, the optimization function value in equation (3.13) can be calculated. After each
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particle performs the above two procedures, they update the states (including the position and velocity) according to DPSO
algorithm. When the iteration times reaches a threshold (i.e., the algorithm converges), the optimal/suboptimal spectrum sensing
frequency and packet-loading results are then obtained.
C. Computation Complexity Analysis
Since our algorithm is a combination of Hughes-Hartogs and DPSO algorithms, the computation complexity depends on both
algorithms. From Section IV part A, we can see that the computation complexity of Hughes-Hartogs algorithm is a linear function
of the number of packets N , which determine the iteration times [20]. While the computation complexity of DPSO algorithm is a
linear function of the number of particles N s and the iteration times k [24]. Hence, the total computation complexity of our
proposed algorithm is a linear function of N  N s  k .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Firstly, we conduct our experiments with JPEG2000 packet stream. The image name is “lena.bmp”, with image size 512 by 512
and 8-lever pixel depth (i.e., the value of each pixel ranges from 0 to 255). Next, to illustrate the impact of the number of selected
channels, optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme on multimedia transmission, we use video stream “Bus”
in our experiments. We implement our proposed optimal spectrum sensing frequency selection and packet-loading schemes in
Matlab.
A. Theoretical Performance Study
For the general case where all channels have different primary user arrival rates, we assume 10 channels are available in the
spectrum pool with independent primary user arrival events whose rates are as follows:
  [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,1]
and other parameters are set up as follows: R  1000 packets, Dmax  1 second, N  3500 packets, PFA  0.01 ,
Tsensing  0.01 seconds. Obviously, the quality of channel is determined by primary user arrival rate. A smaller arrival rate means a

better channel quality since this means that a primary user does not arrive (and re-occupy the channel) so quickly. Thus a
secondary user would have more time to finish multimedia transmission.
Fig.8 (a)~(g) show the simulation results of optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading results for different number
of selected channels (from S = 4 to S = 10). Note that here we used Hughes-Hartogs and DPSO algorithm ( N s  30 particles and
k  10 rounds) to obtain the optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading results.

From Fig.8, we can see that a better channel will be allocated more JPEG2000 packets to transmit on; and the spectrum sensing
frequency f will reduce as more channels participate in packet transmission, which is caused by three reasons: (1) when the number
of selected channels S is larger, some worse channels will be selected to participate in packet transmission; (2) Meanwhile, the
spectrum sensing is simultaneous for all selected channels; (3) And a worse channel need to be sensed frequently to detect primary
user state, thus a smaller f (please refer to Section III part A). Hence, a larger number (S) of selected channels introduce more
MAC overhead and transmission delay. However, total packets are loaded to a larger number of selected channels, and thus we
have a smaller packet amount in each channel, which may bring in a higher probability of successful packets delivery and higher
QoS performance.
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Fig. 8: Trade-offs among the number of selected channels, optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading results.
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Fig. 9: E ( N RP ) comparison between our proposed packet-loading and equal packet-loading.
Figs.9~11 shows the performance comparison between our proposed packet-loading scheme and conventional equal packetloading, which simply loads the same amount of JPEG2000 packets to each channel [1]. We can see that our proposed algorithm is
better than equal packet-loading scheme, since our algorithm has fully utilized the heterogeneous feature of available channels to
distribute different amount of packets in each channel. We can also see that a larger number of selected channels produce a smaller
required optimal spectrum sensing frequency, which is also reflected in Fig.8.
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Fig. 10: E (TR ) comparison between our proposed packet-loading and equal packet-loading.
From Fig.11, we can infer that our proposed algorithm has a higher successful packet delivery ratio and thus a better QoS
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Fig. 11: E ( N RP ) / E (TR ) comparison between our proposed packet-loading and equal packet-loading.
B. The Impact of Spectrum Sensing Frequency and Packet-Loading Scheme on Image Transmission
To better see the performance of multimedia content transmitting in CRNs, we consider a standard picture “lena.bmp” which is
to be sent. We use the compression rate of 1/16. We use JPEG2000 standard compression software “Jasper” to produce coding
stream. The coding stream is divided into 816 packets. Ten channels are available in the channel pool. The primary users arrival
rate changes as follows:   [5, 6, 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14] .
Firstly, we consider single-channel case, and R  1000 packets, Dmax  1 second, N  816 packets, PFA  0.01 ,
Tsensing  0.01 seconds. The simulation results are shown in Figs.12~14.
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Fig. 12: Original compressed image (compression rate=1/16) with PSNR=34.50dB.

Fig. 13: Only one channel is selected to transmit packets, and no spectrum sensing operates during transmission. 195 packets are successfully
transmitted and reconstructed (PSNR=28.79dB).

Fig. 14: One channel is selected to transmit packets before primary user arrival, and spectrum sensing (according to equation (3.9)) operates
during transmission. 526 packets are successfully transmitted and reconstructed (PSNR=32.69dB).

We can see that our proposed algorithm performs better than the situation in which no spectrum sensing operates during
transmission. Here we implement no-spectrum-sensing scenario by simply stopping spectrum sensing during packet transmission.
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Fig.12 is the original compressed image with peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) 34.50 dB. Since our proposed algorithm uses
optimal spectrum sensing frequency, it can well detect primary user’s activity and select a new channel for link reestablishment
when primary user arrives. This can be seen from Fig.14. Our scheme performs better than no spectrum sensing case (see Fig.13)
for more than 3.9 dB. The simulation results illustrate that our proposed algorithm is more suitable to cognitive radio environment,
and supports a higher QoS application for secondary users, which also proves the correctness of our theory analysis in Section III
Part A.
Next we consider the situation that multi-channel is used. The primary user’s arrival models are set to different values as follows:

  [5, 6, 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14] , and R  200 packets, Dmax  0.2 seconds, N  816 packets, PFA  0.01 , Tsensing  0.01 seconds.
The conventional packet-loading method (such as [1]) just selects the first five channels and loads packets equally. For comparison,
we select the first five channels (S=5) and load packets according to our algorithm. If one of them is occupied by primary user, we
will select another channel to re-establish a new channel. We still use JPEG2000 standard compression software “Jasper” to
produce coding stream. The DPSO algorithm uses N s  30 particles and k  10 rounds.

Fig. 15: Only five channels are selected to transmit packets and no spectrum sensing operates during transmission. 142 packets are successfully
transmitted and reconstructed (PSNR=27.36dB).

Fig. 16: Five channels are selected to transmit packets before primary user arrival. Optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading
schemes are done with our proposed algorithm (Hughes-Hartogs and DPSO algorithms). 383 packets are successfully transmitted and
reconstructed (PSNR=31.43dB).
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The simulation results are shown in Fig.15 and Fig.16. Our algorithm (see Fig.16) performs better than Fig.15 case for over 4.07
dB, and provides better QoS performance for secondary users’ multimedia transmission, which also proves that our theory analysis
is correct (in Section III Part B).
Note that Fig.13 and Fig.15 are for the equal loading scheme. Because the maximum tolerable delay Dmax is reduced from 1
second to 0.2 seconds, Fig. 15 has less number of packets sent and thus has poorer performance than Fig. 13. Similarly, Fig. 16 has
less number of packets sent and poorer performance than Fig. 14.
Our above simulation results illustrate the importance of selecting optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading
scheme to image transmission in CRNs. The image transmission is one of the major cases in multimedia applications; however, it
is different from video transmission. In image transmission (especially using JPEG2000 compression) system, one packets loss
may make the following packets unrecoverable due to error propagation in decoder; however, in video transmission (especially
H.264 compression) system, some packets loss will not impact the decoding of the following video stream. In the following
simulation, we will use video transmission with our proposed algorithm and equal-packet loading algorithm, respectively.
C. Trade-offs Among the Number of Selected Channels, Optimal Spectrum Sensing Frequency and Packet-loading Scheme, and
Their Impacts on Multimedia Transmission
To further show the trade-offs among the number of selected channels S, optimal spectrum sensing frequency f and packetloading results [ N1 , N 2 , , N S ] and their impacts on multimedia transmission, we use video packets stream in our experiments. We
also consider the situation that multi-channel is used in video transmission. The primary user’s arrival models are set as follows:

  [1, 2,3, 4,5, 6, 7,8,9,10] , and R  1000 packets, PFA  0.01 , Tsensing  0.01 seconds. The DPSO algorithm uses N s  30 particles
and k  10 rounds. The video streaming application is “Bus” (CIF 352×288 format, 150 frames and transmission delay deadline
Dmax  0.5 seconds), which is coded by H.264/AVC JM 12.2 software [26] and produces N  3417 packets with three priorities

(they contain 1050, 1221 and 1146 packets, respectively).
The conventional packet-loading method (such as [1]) just allocates the total packets equally to each selected channel. For
comparison, we select different number of channels S for packets transmission and load packets according to our proposed
algorithm and conventional equal packet-loading scheme, respectively.
The simulation results are shown in Table 1. From Table 1, we can see that: (1) A better channel could be allocated more
packets; (2) When the number of selected channels S increases, the spectrum sensing frequency f and the number of video packets
allocated to each channel are reduced.
Furthermore, the conventional equal packet loading algorithm has a lower packet loss rate (PLR) when the selected channels S
increases. Since no spectrum sensing occurs during packet transmission, larger number of selected channels will have less packets
allocated on each channel and thus we have a high probability of successfully packet delivery [1] (i.e., low packet loss rate);
However, the reconstructed video quality (we use average Y-PSNR value in our simulation) is not improved sharply when more
channels are used. This situation is considered as low spectral efficiency in [1]. However, our proposed spectrum sensing and
packet-loading scheme have a lower video quality when more channels are used. This is because our packet-loading scheme
allocates different number of packets to different channels based on channels’ conditions, and spectrum sensing operation can
detect the primary user activities and switch channels when necessary. Hence, our method is greedy and can ultimately utilize the
available channel resource step by step, which indicates a higher spectral efficiency. When the number of selected channels S is
increased to S 0 (S 0 =10 in our simulation), our proposed algorithm performs worse, since spectrum sensing is operated frequently
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and no alternative channels can be used when any channel is re-occupied by primary user (the secondary user activity model is
based on channel switching when the primary user is detected, please refer to Fig.2).
Table 1: The impact of the number of selected channels, optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading results
on multimedia transmission.
Our proposed algorithm with optimal spectrum sensing frequency and
Number
packet-loading schemes
of
Optimal
selected
Average
Packet-loading scheme
PLR
Sensing
channels
Y-PSNR
frequency
[
N
,
N
,

,
N
]
(%)
1
2
S
(S)
(dB)
(f)

S =4
S =5
S =6
S =7
S =8
S =9
S =10

180
146
121
105
105
105
91

[900,900,900,717]
[876,876,730,497,438]
[847,847,605,484,363,271]
[840,840,525,420,315,267,210]
[840,735,525,372,315,210,210,210]
[840,735,525,315,315,210,210,162,105]
[819,728,455,364,273,182,182,182,141,91]

21.91
24.52
28.16
30.37
32.35
35.48
37.03

20.12
19.26
19.08
18.99
18.91
18.09
18.02

The equal packet-loading algorithm, without spectrum sensing during
packet transmission
Packet-loading scheme

[ N1 , N 2 , , N S ]
[855,854,854,854]
[684,684,683,683,683]
[570,570,570,569,569,569]
[489,488,488,488,488,488,488]
[428,427,427,427,427,427,427,427]
[380,380,380,380,380,380,379,379,379]
[342,342,342,342,342,342,342,341,341,341]

PLR
36.72
35.59
35.08
34.17
33.91
33.27
33.08

Average
Y-PSNR
(dB)
18.03
18.08
18.12
18.16
18.17
18.33
18.35

Table 2: The impact of transmission delay deadline Dmax on multimedia transmission over CRNs with our proposed algorithm
and the equal packet-loading algorithm respectively.
Number
of
selected
channels
(S)
S =4
S =5
S =6
S =7
S =8

Dmax  0.35 seconds, R  700 packets
Our proposed
algorithm
Average
PLR
Y-PSNR
(%)
(dB)
43.56
16.80
35.03
18.12
40.83
17.67
40.80
17.66
40.79
17.66

The equal packetloading algorithm
Average
PLR
Y-PSNR
(%)
(dB)
44.38
16.76
36.00
18.07
35.13
18.11
34.37
18.15
33.99
18.16

Dmax  0.40 seconds, R  800 packets
Our proposed
algorithm
Average
PLR
Y-PSNR
(%)
(dB)
30.41
18.99
34.99
18.12
35.33
18.10
36.27
18.06
37.44
17.99

The equal packetloading algorithm
Average
PLR
Y-PSNR
(%)
(dB)
39.42
17.84
36.00
18.07
35.13
18.11
34.19
18.15
33.98
18.16

Dmax  0.45 seconds, R  900 packets
Our proposed
algorithm
Average
PLR
Y-PSNR
(%)
(dB)
30.36
18.99
28.97
19.00
31.75
18.96
33.19
18.33
34.32
18.15

The equal packetloading algorithm
Average
PLR
Y-PSNR
(%)
(dB)
36.93
18.02
35.94
18.07
35.12
18.11
34.18
18.15
33.83
18.18

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig.17 The quality of reconstructed video frame: (a) original video frame No.18; (b) reconstructed frame using our proposed algorithm;
(c) reconstructed frame using the equal-packet loading algorithm without spectrum sensing during packet transmission.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig.18 The quality of reconstructed video frame: (a) original video frame No.140; (b) reconstructed frame using our proposed algorithm;
(c) reconstructed frame using the equal-packet loading algorithm without spectrum sensing during packet transmission.
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For comparison, Fig.17 and Fig.18 show the reconstructed video frames of two algorithms, where S = 4 channels are selected
to transmit video packets (The first case in Table 1). We can see that our proposed method performs better than the algorithm
that uses equal packet loading, and provide a higher QoS to secondary users.
Since multimedia transmission is not only sensitive to available spectrum band, but also to transmission delay deadline, we
study the impact of transmission delay deadline on multimedia transmission over CRNs. For comparison, we fix the optimal
spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme in Table 1, and set the transmission delay deadline Dmax as {0.35, 0.40,
0.45} seconds, respectively. The simulation results are shown in Table 2. From Table 2, we can see that:
(1) Under the same number of selected channels, a larger Dmax will produce a higher average Y-PSNR, and our proposed
algorithm provides sharply improved performance since more spectrum resource can be used (when the allocated spectrum
bands is small, i.e., S=4 and 5);
(2) We can use more spectrum bands (more channels) to overcome the stringent transmission delay deadline Dmax , and the
disadvantage of smaller Dmax is reduced when lots of channels are selected;
(3) Our proposed algorithm is better than the algorithm that uses equal-packet loading (it does not have spectrum sensing
operation during packet transmission) under different Dmax , when the number of selected channels S is small.
VI. APPLICATION TO DIFFERENT TRAFFIC TYPES

By selecting the optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme, our proposed algorithm exploits the channel
characteristics to deliver more packets within a maximum tolerable delay. We have focused on image and video transmissions in
our theoretical analysis and simulation results. However, our proposed spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme
can also be useful to other types of traffic. We discuss three popular traffic types and their applications which can be supported
in CRN by our proposed algorithm.
(1) Video traffic: Video applications include remote video monitoring, video-on-demand, and Internet Protocol Television
(IPTV). Since these applications have strict QoS requirements (i.e., delay and throughput), we need to carefully select the
spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme to support high quality video service. In this paper, we have explicitly
provided the system model, algorithm and experimental results for video transmission. Specifically, we derived the optimal
spectrum sensing frequency for single-channel case (in Section III Part A), and optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packetloading scheme for multi-channel case (in Section III Part B and Section IV). Simulation results show that the reconstructed
video quality is better than the conventional equal packet loading scheme.
(2) Audio traffic: Audio applications include voice over IP (VoIP), music-on-demand (i.e., iTunes), and other sound/speechoriented services. In general, audio traffic requires lower bit rate than video traffic. However, audio applications also have strict
delay requirements like video. Our proposed scheme can be directly applied to audio traffic.
(3) Data/Text traffic: Typical data/text applications include many non-real time services, such as document transmission (i.e.,
File Transfer Protocol (FTP)), email, and database update. Different from video and audio services, these applications usually do
not have stringent delay requirements. We can therefore set the maximum tolerable delay to a larger value (i.e., Dmax   ) in the
optimization function (in equation (3.13)). Then, our proposed algorithm can derive the optimal spectrum sensing frequency and
packet-loading scheme to maximize the throughput performance for data/text traffic.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Since the CR transceiver can only do one task at a time, continuous sensing may increase the MAC overhead and delay, and
cause some multimedia packets to miss the transmission deadline, and thus the multimedia quality decreases at a receiver side.
Meanwhile, because the channels features are different from each other, the packet-loading must adapt to the heterogeneous
channels and improve the quality of service (QoS). In this paper, we have introduced two QoS parameters to measure the
performance of multimedia transmission in cognitive radios, i.e., new channel availability time and remaining packets, and have
derived the relationship between spectrum sensing frequency, packet-loading and the above two parameters. Then, we used this
relationship to select optimal spectrum sensing frequency and packet-loading scheme through two algorithms (Hughes-Hartogs
and Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithms), considering a Poisson-based model to describe primary user
traffic. Simulation results showed that our algorithm could well utilize the heterogeneous channels and perform a better QoS
under the situations with single channel and multi-channel links.
Future investigations in this area include video transmission from multiple secondary users simultaneously, and multi-hop
multimedia transmission in CRNs. A multimedia-oriented routing protocol should be designed considering spectrum sensing
frequency and packet-loading scheme along the path from source to destination to support the QoS for secondary users.
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APPENDIX
1. Proof:
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2. Proof: equation (3.8) and equation (3.12) have the similar characteristics.
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Since ti  f i  max  Tsensing , equation (3.8) can be further rewritten as:
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and equation (3.12) can be rewritten as:
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We assume ti >> Tsensing (packets transmission time ti larger than spectrum sensing time Tsensing in each period) and Dmax >> ti
(total multimedia transmission time Dmax larger than each time slot ti ). Hence, we can conclude that equation (3.8) and equation
(3.12) have similar characteristics.
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